
Detailed History  
Fat Fox original formed consisting of Kali Bryan (vocals/keys), Tommy Bryan (guitar), Laurence Chang (bass), and T.J. Willis (drums). 
Tommy and T.J. rst starting playing music together in 2010 as roommates; many years later Tommy discovered Kali’s vocal ability 
and the search for a bass player way on. While performing an early show as a trio (without a bass player), Tommy’s co-worker 
Laurence Chang volunteered to run sound for the event. Afterwords, Tommy approached Laurence about joining the group on Bass. 
Laurence, having never played bass before agreed to start learning the instrument and quickly settled in among the rest of the group.

FFat Fox began recording original music in Tommy & Kali’s home, where they converted a spare room into a pseudo recording studio / 
jam room. With Tommy as the primary songwriter, all of Fat Fox’s music released between 2019-2021 was recorded and produced by 
Tommy, within this space.

IIn 2021 Tommy met and started collaborating local sound engineer/producer Rory Langdon. The two began trying to collaborate on 
music production and Tommy invited Rory to run live sound for the band’s local gigs. Later that year, T.J. (drums) announced he 
would be leaving the group and re-locating to California. Luck would have it that Rory was already an accomplished drummer and 
quickly accepted the invite to join the group on drums; the band played serveral gigs with this lineup.

EaEarly in 2022, Laurence announced he would be leaving the group with intention to move back to Arizona and be with family; the 
group was again in search of a bass player. Tommy had previously introduced himself to local bass sensation Brian Williams while 
attending an event Brian was performing with local group Apophus. Brian had lled in for Laurence on at least one occasion; a 
proposal was made for Brian to join the band full time and Brian agreed.

Fat Fox has been performing since early 2022 with their current lineup; Kali (vocals), Tommy (guitar), Brian (bass) Rory (drums), and is 
constantly searching for new opportunities to grow and reach a wider audience.

SUMMARY

FFat Fox was formed in 2019 when four friends set out to learn and 
perform covers of their favorite classic rock songs with aims to 
eventual produce, and perform their own independently 
composed music. Fat Fox’s sound has been described generally as 
indie-rock; and though their style varies between songs, 
comparisons are often made to the sounds of early Fleetwood Mac, 
Sheryl Crow, and Eric Clapton. The band has been well received 
peperforming in some of Eastern Washington’s most notable venues 
and their original music has aired on local radio stations such as 
88.1 The Edge (KTCV) and 101.9 Radio Tacoma (KTAH). 

Fat Fox is a Rock / Indie band based in the Tri-Cities, Washington independently writing, recording, and 
self-producing music since 2019. The band frequently performs live shows across the Pacic Northwest, 
featuring both original music and covers of popular Classic Rock / Rock / Pop songs.


